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PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
AND MEAN MOTIONS

BY

JINGBO XIA

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we prove the existence of mean motion for certain

noncontinuous almost periodic functions.

Introduction. What we shall investigate in this paper, the existence of mean

motion, is an old problem in analysis with a history of two hundred years. In his

study of planetary orbits, Lagrange first treated the mean motion for an exponential

polynomial of two terms [10]. Later this problem of the existence -of mean motion

was formulated for analytic almost periodic functions in strips and solved under

various assumptions [8, 9, 13]. The most remarkable result is due to B. Jessen and

H. Tornehave [9]. They introduced what they called the Jensen function <p/(o) =

Mt {log \f(o+it)\} for an almost periodic function / in a strip (a, ß) and proved that

if / has finite integral base and analytic spatial extension, then the mean motion

for f(a + •) exists and equals \(<p'Ao - 0) + <p'f(cr + 0)). But for a continuous

almost periodic function / which does not have a value arbitrarily close to 0, it is

fairly easy to prove, just by using the almost periodicity, the existence of the mean

motion of /; see [9, Theorem 1].

In recent studies of singular integral operators with almost periodic symbol, the

mean motion of the symbol has been related to analytical invariants in various ways;

see [4-6 and 14]. It is this analytical invariant connection of mean motion that

motivates the present work. We studied Wiener-Hopf operators with a piecewise

continuous, almost periodic symbol in [14]. Among other things, we found that the

discontinuities of the symbol do affect the Fredholmness, in the sense of Breuer [3],

of the corresponding operator, and that in order to describe the Breuer index of the

operator in terms of the average winding number of the symbol, certain curves that

join the jumps of the symbol must be taken into account. These findings suggest

what the appropriate definition of mean motion for a piecewise continuous, almost

periodic function should be. In [14], we gave the definition of mean motion for these

functions and proved the existence for invertible elements in certain subalgebras

C(Sa) of symbols. The technique we used there was the construction of a path in

the invertibles that joins a given function and a continuous almost periodic function

with the same mean motion.

In this paper we take up this matter and prove the existence of mean motion

for a broader class of piecewise continuous almost periodic symbols. Since what

we have in mind is to link mean motion with analytic index, it is most desired
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that such a proof provide information about path components. Unfortunately, the

accumulations of discontinuities prevent us from constructing any kind of path. Our

proof of the existence of mean motion depends solely upon the almost periodicity.

1. Preliminaries. We shall first repeat the definition of piecewise continu-

ous almost periodic function we gave in [14]. Let CAP(R) be the C*-algebra of

continuous almost periodic functions on R. For uj > 0 and b G R, let

7?w,&(i) = ¿2 - exp[2nm(t - b)/u\.
n¿on

We denote by So the algebra of functions V \\k fjk where fjk is either in CAP(R)

or some r¡u,b, and by S its uniform closure in L°°(R). The elements in S can be

viewed as generalized almost periodic functions in the following two ways. First, let

RB be the Bohr compactification of R and let m be the normalized Haar measure

on Rß, which is induced by the mean value functional on CAP(R); then each r¡wfi

is in a natural way identified with the function

)j - exp(-2n7u6/w)[2n7r/ü;](-)

in L2(Rß,m), where each A e R</ = (RB)' is identified with the correspond-

ing character on RB. Second, ??W)¡, is obviously almost periodic in the sense of

Riemann and Stepanoff (see [1]). Although it is trivial, we still would like to

make it clear that r¡u,b is a periodic function with the only jump discontinuities

at {nui + b: n G Z},limt_rla;+í)_o Vu>,b(t) = kí and (as definition) t/Ui(,(nw + b) =

limt^nw+b+oîyuj,i)(i) = —ni- As we explained in [14], r\u,b can be viewed as be-

ing a piecewise continuous function only on R, and on RB its discontinuities have

accumulation. Nevertheless, we shall call functions in S piecewise continuous al-

most periodic functions. Evidently, S contains all piecewise continuous periodic

functions of all periods.

LEMMA 1.1. Each f e So belongs to a subalgebra generated by CAP(R) and

{Vun^n ■ ■ ■ i^wfc.bfc} where for i ^ j either w¿ = u/,- or w¿ and ojj are linearly inde-

pendent over Q. Furthermore, each f E So can be expressed as the sum of functions

gV\i ' ' 'T/Ai.a, where Ai,..., A; are pairwise independent over Q.

The proof is trivial and can be found in [14, §1].

A set E C R is said to be relatively dense (r.d. for short) if there exists a number

I > 0 such that E(l(t, t + l) ^ 0 for any isR. Let / be a function defined on R and

let e > 0. We shall denote by E(e, f) the set of all r such that |/(f + r) - /(i)| < £
for all t € R. / being a continuous almost periodic function is equivalent to that

E(e, f) is r.d. for all £ > 0.

LEMMA 1.2. Letfu...,fn e CAP(R). Foranye>0, E(e,fi)n- ■ -r\E(e,fn)
is r.d.

Theorem 11 of [1, §1] provides the proof for the case n = 2. Unfortunately, we

cannot directly quote that result as the proof for Lemma 1.2.

PROOF. We use induction. Assume that the result is true for n > 2. Let

CAP(R, C") be the uniform closure of polynomials {^aielAji : aj € Cn, X3 € R}

in L°°(R,C").   For / e CAP(R,C"), we can similarly define E(e,f) where the
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absolute value is replaced by the norm in Cn. The induction hypothesis implies that

for every / e CAP(R, Cn), E(e, f) is r.d. To prove the lemma, it suffices to show

that E(e, f) n E(e,g) is r.d. for /, g G CAP(R, C"). We first prove that for /, g G

CAP(R,C")andc:,¿ > 0, E(e,f)n{y: d(y,E(e.g)) <<5}isr.d. By the hypothesis,
we can find an I > 0, r„ ÉÈ(E/2,/)n((n-l)l,ni) and on G E(e/2,g)n((n-l)l,nl)

for every n G Z. Therefore we have t„ — on G (—/,/). We may assume that

hM) = U*=-fc+i[C7 _ 1)¿,Í¿)- Every r„ - an belongs to some \{j - 1)6, j6),

therefore there is an no > 0 such that for any n G Z, there is an n' between -no

and no such that rn — on = r„< — o~ni + 06 (\0\ < 1) or r„ — r„/ = <rn — on> + 06. But

Tn — Tni G E(e,f), on — on> G E(£,g) and the distance between two consecutive

Tn - Tni is less than (2no + 3)/. Therefore E(e,f) D {y: d(y,E(e,g)) < 6} is r.d.

Now let £ > £\ > 0. Then as the scalar case, we can find 6 > 0 such that ¿?(e, g) D

{y: d(y,E(£Ug)) < 6}. Hence E{e,f)nE(e,g) D E(£Uf)n{y: d(y,E(£l,g)) < 6}
is r.d. This completes the proof.

Let u) > 0 and b G R. For each e > 0, we denote by E(e; w, 6) the collection of

numbers I such that d(Zw + o + Z, Zw + 6) < e.

COROLLARY 1.3. Lei /i, ...,/„ G CAP(R), w» > 0 and 6¿ G R, i = 1,... ,OT.

Then for any e > 0, ¿S(e;u>i,oi) n • • • n E(£\ wm,6m) n E(fi,e) n--- n E(fn,e) is

r.d.

PROOF. For fixed w > 0 and b G R, we define

, , _ / 1 - 2(t - kuj - b)/(jj: ku + b<t <kco + b+ \u,

^'~\2(t-koj- b)/w - 1 : koj + b + \u < t < (k + l)u> + b.

£ is a continuous periodic function and it is easy to see that

E(e;u),b)DE(tl,2e/oj).

From this and Lemma 1.2 the corollary follows immediately.

LEMMA 1.4.   LetleE(£;oj,b).  Then

\Vu,b(t + l)-Vu,b(t)\ < e/u:

if koj + b + £ < t < (k + 1V + b - £.

We omit the trivial proof of this lemma.

For a piecewise continuous function / on R, it is generally not possible to define

a continuous arg / on R. But if we also consider the line segments that join f(tj —0)

and f(tj + 0), where i,'s are discontinuities of /, there is a natural way to define

arg/(i) on R. Suppose that / does not vanish on R, and none of the above-

mentioned segments contains 0. Assume that we have defined arg/ on [ti,tj).

Then we define arg f(tj) = arg^(l) where ¡7(5) = (1 - s)f(tj - 0) + sf(tj), argg(s)

is continuous on [0,1] and argg(0) = arg f(tj - 0). In this way, we can define

arg f(t) on R which is in general not continuous.

We can describe this arg / in a different way. Let X be the topological space of

set R x [0,1] equipped with the topology generated by open sets ((a, b) x [0,1]) U

({6} x [0, £)), ((c, d) x [0,1]) U ({c} x (s, 1]) and {x} x (u, v). Let

f#(t,s) = (l-s)f(t-0) + sf(t + 0);
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then /# is continuous on X. If / is continuous at t, then /#(£, •) is constant on

[0,1]. It is easy to see that the assumption about / implies that /# does not vanish.

Therefore we are able to define arg /#(t, s) as a continuous function on Xmod 27r. If

tj is a discontinuity of /, then /#(ij, s), 0 < s < 1, represents the segment joining

f(tj — 0) and f(tj + 0). It is then easy to see that arg/#(t,s) = arg/(í)mod27r.

If we generalize this idea somewhat, then for piecewise continuous functions

fjk, j = 1,... ,n, fc = 1,... ,m, we define arg J2j Ylk ffk^ s)mod27r as a con-

tinuous function on X provided ^2, \~[k f% does not vanish on X. Let {/n} be a

sequence of uniformly bounded piecewise continuous functions on R and suppose

that limn^oo ||/n - /||oo = 0. Obviously we also have lim^n—oo ||/# - f*\\oo = 0

on X. Let /# be the uniform limit of {/*}, then f# is bounded and continuous

on X. This means that (1 — s)f(t — 0) + sf(t + 0) = /*(t, s) is continuous on X.

Therefore we generalize the operation # to uniform limiting functions of piecewise

continuous functions.

We denote by C(S) the C*-algebra generated by functions Y^iWkffk wnere

fjk G S. Let Co be the collection of functions ^ \\k ft where fjk G So; then by

the observation above Co is dense in C(S). Denote the invertible elements in C(S)

by inv C(S). We define arg for functions in invC(S) as follows. Let ip G invC(S)

and let {ipn} C invC(S) H Co be such that \\ip — ipn\\ —► 0 as n —> oo. Fix a

point [to, so) G X, we choose a branch of aigtbn(t,s) such that \argipn(to,so) —

argt/)m(io,«o)| < k/2 for all m,n. Routine checking shows that argipn converges

uniformly to a continuous function, which we shall denote by argip, on X.

It is also easy to see that orgrp does not depend on the choice of {rpn} and

ib = \tp\exp(i arg ip). Let h(X,p) be a function defined on R X R. By the notation

limA-M^oo h(X, pi) = c, we shall mean that for given e > 0 there exists N > 0 such

that \h(X, u) - c| < £ if |A - u| > N. In a similar way we define limA-M^oo h(\, p)

and \^mx_li^oc h(X,p). For each ib G invC(S), we define the mean motion of ip to

be

lim-(aigib(\,s)-axgtb(n,s'))
\ — fj.—>oo A — fl

provided the limit exists and does not depend on s and s'.

The main goal of this paper is to prove the existence of the above limit and its

independence on s and s'. Note that if ib — /*, / G CAP(R) and / does not

vanish on Rß, the above limit exists and coincides with the usual mean motion

of /. This shows that the mean motion we defined for ip G invC(S) is a natural

generalization of the usual mean motion. In [14], we showed the existence of the

mean motion for invertible elements in some important subalgebras C(S'a) of C(S).

There we actually presented a path which joins a tb G úivC(Sa) with an /# where

/ G CAP(R) has the same mean motion. Thus mean motion serves as a topological

index for C(5a). If Ma is the maximal ideal space of C(S'a), the Cech cohomology

H1(M\, Z) is identified with the real numbers via

^(AÍa.Z) = C^a)" mean-^otion R.
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2. The existence of mean motions. The main result of this paper is the

following

THEOREM 1.   Every ip G invC(S) possesses a mean motion

w(ip)=    lim-[arg</>(A,s) - argip(p, s')},
A — ß—>oo A — p

where the limit is independent of s and s'.  Furthermore, for tp,<p,<po G inv C(S),

the mean motions satisfy

(a) w(tpip) = w(ip) + w(<p),

(b) w(ip) = —w(tp), and

(c) w(ip + <po) = w(ip)

if \\fo\\ is small enough.

This theorem stops short of stating that two elements in inv C(S) with the same

mean motion are in the same path component, a property possessed by CAP(R).

Our study is motivated by the connection of mean motion with analytical index

of Wiener-Hopf operators [4, 6, 14]. Seeking a relation between mean motion and

path components is an important part of the index calculation. In the present

situation, we do not have any particular reason to believe that the path components

of invC(S) are determined by the mean motion.

Clearly, the properties (a), (b) and (c) follow from trivial calculation. The only

thing that needs a proof is the existence of the limit in the statement of the theorem.

We divide the technical steps of the proof into nine lemmas.

Although our main interest is the existence of the mean motion for functions

in invC(S), we shall choose a slightly more general approach to the problem. For

each piecewise continuous function / on R, we denote by D(f) the collection of

discontinuities of /. For each £ > 0, we denote by F(f, e) the collection of numbers

I such that for each t G D(f) there is t' G D(f) such that \t + I — t'\ < e, and

such that \f(s + I) - f(s)\ < £ if d(D(f), s) > e. Let C = {/i, ...,/„} be a finite
collection of piecewise continuous functions satisfying the following conditions:

(i) Every fj is bounded.

(ii) There exist N > 0 and d > 0 such that \fj(t) - fj(t')\ < N if \t -1'\ < d, j =
l,...,n.

(iii) For any given £ > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that \fj(t) - fj(s)\ < 6 if

\t - s\ < 6 and [t, s] n D(f3) = 0.

(iv) For any j and £ > 0, if L G F(fj,s) then -L G F(fj, e). We denote by #E
the cardinality of set E.

(v) For any i ¿ j, #(£>(/,) n D(f3)) < oo.

(vi) inf{|i - t'\: t,t' G D(fj), t ¿ t'} = 6j > 0, j = l,...,n. Denote 60 =
min{61,...,6n}.

(vii) For every £ > 0, F(fx, e) n • ■ ■ n F(fn,e) is r.d.

(viii) For every o > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that

RÜ    -!—#(Esn[n,\])<<T
A — p—>oo A — p.

where Es = IJ^, Ej, Ej = {t:tE D(f3), d(t, (Ly D(fz)) < 6}.
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Now we fix ip = Y,j rifc fjk where {fjk} - {/i, • • •, fn} and we assume that

(ix) \ip(t,s)\ > a > 0 for t G fí\{ti,. ..,í¿} and s G [0,1].   We denote these

exceptional points tj by Eq.

It is possible that ip\{t\,... ,i;}x[0,1] has zeros. Therefore we may not be able to

define argib(tj, s) in the usual way. But note that (ix) implies limt^t3±o \ip(t, s)\ >

a > 0. Hence we alter ip on the vertical segments {ti,...,U} x [0,1] such that the

new ip is still continuous on X and \ip(t,s)\ > a > 0 for all t G R and s G [0,1].

This enables us to define a version of continuous arg ip on X. Obviously we have

LEMMA 2.1.   The existence and the value of the limit

lim-(argiP(X,s)-argip(p,s'))
A—¡x—>oo A — ¡J,

is independent of the alteration of ip on {ii,... ,f-j} x [0,1].

LEMMA 2.2.   There exist N > 0 and d > 0 such that for any s, s G [0,1],

|arg^(í,s)-arg^(í,,s')| < N

if\t-t'\ <d.

LEMMA 2.3.   The limit

lim-{argip(X,s)-argip(n,s'))
A — fi—too A — p,

is finite and independent of s and s'.

These two lemmas are simple consequences of (i)-(v), (ix) and Lemma 2.1 and

we omit the proofs.

LEMMA 2.4. Let £ > 0 be given. There is a 6 > 0 such that if —00 < a <

b < +00, (a,b) n (U?=1 D(fj)) = 0, Iflxl < 6,\e2\ < 6, Le f]]=1F(fj,6) and
(a+L+01ML+Oi)r\(\Sl3 = lD(f3)) = 0, then\(argip(x,s)-argip(x+L,s))+2kn\ <

£ for x G (a, b) fl (a + 0i, 6 + 0i), w//iere /c may depend on the interval (a, 6).

PROOF,   (iii) implies that for any given o > 0, there is an n > 0 such that if

|0!| < 17, |02| < V, L G fl"-! *"(/**) and (a + L + 0i,6-r-L + 02)n(U"=1 ¿>(/¿)) = 0,
then |V>(a;,s) — t/^z + L, s)\ < o for x G (a,6) fl (a + öi,6 + #i). By (ix), we have

|(argV>(2,s) - argV>(z + L, s))mod27r| < 2Mo/a where M — ||V>||oo on X. From

this the lemma follows immediately.

LEMMA 2.5. Lei £ > 0 6e given. There is a 6 > 0 smc/i í/iaí if \a — b\ < 6 and

(a,b) n (U"=i £>(/;)) = 0. ^en [arg V(a,a) - arg</>(M| < e-

This is an obvious consequence of (iii) and (ix).

LEMMA 2.6. Let £ > 0 and ¿o/4 > o > 0 be given. There exists a 6 > 0

suc/i tfcot ift G D(fj)\E0, d{t,\JijtjD(fi)) > a, L G fl"=i í'í/i,*) am* i' =

1-0-/2, t + o/2 = t", then

\[aTgiP(t",s)-argiP{t',s)} - [oxgW + L,a) - axgxbtf + L,a)]\ < £.

PROOF. Let te D(fj)\E0; then near t we have ip(t,s) = u0(t)+ui(t)ff(t,s) +

-\-ui(t)[fj(t,s)]1 where u¿'s are continuous functions in a neighborhood of t. By
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definition, ff(t, [0,1]) = [fj(t - 0), f3(t + 0)] where [ , ] denotes the line segment

joining fj(t—0) and fj(t+0). Because of (ix), there is a r5i > 0, which is independent

of i, such that if \u — fj(t — 0)| < ¿i,  \v — fj(t + 0)| < 6X and \ajUj(t)\ < ¿i, then

|[argp(l) - argp(0)] - [arg^(i, 1) - argip(t,0)]\ < e/5

where p(s) = ao + ai[(l — s)u + sv] + ■ ■ ■ + a¡[(l — s)u + sv]1. If 6' < ¿o/4, then

for each L G F(fj,6') there is a unique t G D(fj) such that \t + L — t\ < 6'. If

d(t, [Ji^j Difi)) > CT>then there is a <V4 > 62 > 0 such that |/,-(í±0)-/¿(t±0)| < «5

(by (iii)) and |u¿(í) - u¿(*)| < ¿i (by the definition of F(f, 6)) if L G |X=i ^(/i. fc)
and |i + L - i| < ¿o/4, í G D(fi). Hence it is clear that

|[argV(t" 1) - arg</>(i, 1)] - [arg^(t, 1) - arg^(i,0)]| < e/3.

By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, there is aß > ¿3 > 0 such that if L G n™=i F(fi, 63), then

I[arg^(i", a) - argt/>(i, 1)] - [arg^(i" +L,s)- argiP(t, 1)]| < e/3

and

|[argV(i',s) - argiP(t,0)} - [argip(t' +L,s)- argV(i,0)]| < e/3.

We stress that none of 61,62 and 63 depends on t. Therefore min{¿i,¿2,¿3} is the

desired 6.

LEMMA 2.7. Let £ > 0 and <5o/4 > tr > 0 be given. There is a 6 > 0 such that

i/d({ti,*2},U?=i 0(/¿)) > CT> [*i.*a] n #o = 0,

d([t1,t2} n £>(/,), [ii,ta] n D(/,)) > a

for all i t¿ j, and L G fTLi -^(/?> ̂)> then

|[arg^(Í2,s) -argV»(íi,3)] - [argV>(í2 + L,s) -arg^(íi +L,s)]\ < £.

PROOF. Let D(ti,t2) = (ti,t2) n (U"=i D(f3)). Suppose that {íi,í2} is a pair

satisfying the restrictions in the statement of the lemma. Because of (iv), there is

a 61 > 0 such that D(ti + L, t2 + L) C \J{(t - 0/8, t + 0/8) : t G D(ti,t2)} if L €

fl"=i F(f3,6{). By Lemma 2.4, there is a ¿2 > 0 such that if D(ti,t2) = {t1,... ,t1}

and ii < t1 < ■ ■ ■ < tl < i2, then \[argip(x,s) - arg^(x + L,s)] + 2fc¿7r| < e/2 for

ïë[t' + (t/8, í¿+1 - aß] and Z, G fl"=i F(fj, 62). By Lemma 2.6, there is a ¿3 > 0

such that if L E fl"=i ^(/j, ¿3), then

I [arg V(íl + aß, s) - arg iP(f - aß, s)]

-[argiP(tl+L + a/8,s)-argiP(tl + L-a/8,s)]\ < - i = l,...,l.

This means that if we take 6 = min{¿i,¿2,¿3}, then all the fc¿'s must be the same.

Again we stress that 61,62,63 depend only on the given £ and a. We have

|[argV>(i2,s) -argip{tus)] - [orgip(t2 + L,s) - argip(ti +L,s)]\

< \[argip(t2,s) -arg^(í2-r-L,s)] + 27rfc¡+1|

+ |[argip(ti, s) - argip(ti + L, s)] + 2fc07r| < £

since fco = fc;+i. This completes the proof.
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LEMMA  2.8.   Let s > 0 be given.   There are H > 0 and 6 > 0 such that if

X-H>H, and Le f|"=i F(fj, 6), then

-[avgtp(X,s) - argip(fi,s')] - --[argip(X + L,s) - arg ip(fi + L,s')]
A — fl A — jl

< £.

PROOF. Since we are considering a large denominator A - u, the effect of Er,

can certainly be neglected. Fix d > 0 and N > 0 in (ii). Let ¿i > 0 and Hi > 0

be such that (N + n)(#(ESl n [u, A]))/(A - fi) < e/2 for A - fi > Hi; see (viii). We

apply Lemma 2.7 to the case where £ = tt/4 and a — min{d, 60/8,61} and denote

the 6 yielded by the lemma by <52. Then

m

(lx,X)\\J{[t~d,t + d]:teE6in(X,fi)}= \J(a3,bj)
y=i

and it is easy to see that we can choose m such that m < ip(E¡l fl (fi, A)) + 1.

If t e D(fk) n (IJJLiKA))- then d(t,[ji_ikD(fl)) >6i>a. Therefore if L G
D"=i F(fj,62), then by Lemma 2.8

\[argip(bj,s) - [arg^(ai;s)] - [aTgip(bj + L,s)- argip(aj + L,s)]\ < 7r/4.

Thus it is clear that

|[argV>(A,s)-argV>(M,s')] - [argip(X + u,s) - argip(fi + L,s)]\

<(iV + Tr)(#(£;6in[/i,A]))+4A/

if 6 = min{oi, 62} and L G fl"=i F(f3,6). Let H2 > 8N/£ then H = max{Hi,H2}
and 6 are the desired numbers.

LEMMA 2.9. Let £ > 0 be given. There is K > 0 such that if X- ¡i>K, A' -

fi' > K then

-[argip{X,s) -argip(fj,,s')] ---\argip(X',s) - argip(fi',s')]
A — fl A   — fl

< £.

PROOF. Applying Lemma 2.8 to the number e/8, we obtain the corresponding

H > 0 and 6 > 0 as described in that statement. We fix this 6 and the numbers

d,N in (ii). By assumption (vii), there is an / > 0 such that f¥j=iF(fj,6) has

nonempty intersection with every interval whose length is not less than I. By (ii),

there is an iVi > 0 such that \argip(x,s) - orgip(y,s')\ < Ni\x - y\. Let Hi —

max{.ff,/,81Ni/e} and let # = 8(^-1-d)(Hi +21 + d)/£d. We shall prove that this

K will do. We fix an xo G R. Let A, u be any numbers such that A —u > K. Suppose

we have found Li,...,Lk G f|"=i F(fj,6) such that Lx G (u-x0, fi-x0 +1), L2 G

(Li + Hi -x0,Li + Hi+l- x0), ...,Lke (Lk-i + Hi - x0, Lk-i + H -x0 + l).

lîX-xo- {Lk + Hi) > Hi + l, then there is an Lk+i G H"=i F(fj,6) n (Lk +

Hi - xo,Lk + Hi - xo + I). By induction, we obtain L\,...,Lm G f|"=i F(fj,6)

such that (A - fi)/(Hi + I) < m < (X - fi)/Hu  Hi < Lk+i - Lk < Hi + 21,
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0 < Li - (fi - xo) < I and 0 < (A - x0) - (Lm + Hi) <Hx+l. Therefore

m

argip(fi,s') -arg(A,s) = ^2(argip(L3■+ x0,0) - orgip(L3■ + x0 + Hi, 1))

¿=l

m—1

+ XI (arS^(Li + x0 + Hi,l)- orgip(Lj+i + x0,0))

j=i

+ (orgip(fi,s') - argip(Li +x0,0))

+ (argip(Lm +x0 + Hi,l)- orgip(X, s)).

We use (j) to denote the jth term of the right-hand side of the above equality. By

our setting,

](1) - m[arg^(x0,0) - argV>(x0 + ffi, 1)]|

A — fi
m

< "¡T \[argiP(Lj + x0,0) - argiP(L3 + Hi + x0,1)]|

[argV>(x0,0) - argV)(x0 + Hi, 1)]

A — fi
emHi        £

< 8(A - fi) - 8'

Since 0 < Lk+i - (Lk + Hi) < I, we have (|(2)| + |(3)|)/(A - fi) < Nilm/(X - fi) <
Nil/Hi < e/8. It is easy to see that |(4)|/(A - fi) < (N + d)(Hi + l)/dK < e/8.
Therefore if we have another pair X' - fi' > K, then there is (A' - fi')/(Hi + I) <

m! < (A' - fi')/Hi such that

[argV'(A,s)-argV'(/i,s/)] " ., _   ,[^gip(X',s) - argip(fi',s)]
X - fi X' — fi

¡[argV'ixo^) -argV>(xo-r-i/i,l
3e  ,

<
m

A - fi     X' -fi'

NiHi.
X-fi     X' - fi'

But m/(X-fi),m'/(X'-fi') G [l/(Hi+l),l/Hi],so\m/(X-fi)-m'/(X'-fi')\NiHi <
lNi/(Hi + I) < e/8. This completes the proof.

If we intepret the above lemma in terms of the limit language, we have

THEOREM 2.   Ifip satisfies assumptions (i)-(ix), then the limit

lim-[argV>(A,s)-argV>(Aí,s')l
A—¡i—*oo A — fl

exists and is independent of s and s'.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Clearly, we only need to prove the theorem for

ip e invC(S) fl Co- So we may assume that ip = YljYikfjí w^ta fjk G So and

each fjk has the form J2mUn9mn where {omn} c {r/Ultbl,... ,^,,6,} U CAP(R)
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and Lüi,...,üJi are described in Lemma 1.1.    Note that in general [ln9mn  ¥=

(Undmn)*- But Lemma 1.1 tells us that (Wngmn)* defers from \~\ng*n only

on a set {ti,..., tn} x [0,1]. After certain rearrangements we may assume that on

X\{tu... ,i„} X [0,1], ip = JV ufe ffk where either fjk G CAP(R) or fjk = nUtb.
Since the values of ip on {fi,..., in} x [0,1] do not affect the existence of mean mo-

tion, we simply assume ip = £\ Ylk ffk on x- Let {fjk} = {ffi, • • •,gï,V\iAn ■ ■ ■ i

??Am,am} where gi,...,gi G CÀP(R) and for i / j, either A¿ and Aj are lin-

early independent or else d(ZA¿ + a¿,ZAj + bj) > 0. Since originally we chose

ip e inv C(S) fl Co, it is easy to verify that the family {fjk} satisfies (i)—(vi) and

(ix). (vii) is guaranteed by Corollary 1.3. But the fact that {fjk} also satisfies (viii)

is not so obvious. Indeed, to show that (viii) holds for {fjk}, it suffices to consider

a pair {n^^nA.a} where u and A are linearly independent over Q. Without loss of

generality, we may further assume that A = 1, u> is irrational and a = 0. Therefore

to verify (viii) for {fjk} we only need to show that for given a > 0, there is a 6 > 0

such that

lim     -7#{fc: kuj + be [n, m],d(kuj + b, Z) < 6} < a.
m—n—oo m — n + 1

We shall use ergodic theory to prove this inequality. We identify the unit cir-

cle T1 with R/Z via f >-> fmodZ. Let T be the irrational ration T(fmodZ) =

(t + to mod Z) on T1. It is well known that the arc length measure m on T1 is the

only T-invariant probability Borel measure on T. In other words, the action of T

on T1 is uniquely ergodic. Therefore if / is a Riemann integrable function defined

onT1,
k—1

WfoTi(z)^ f   f(r)dm(r)
j=o Jt1

uniformly on T1; see [12, p. 156]. Let Eg = {fmodZ: |fmodZ| < 6} and let xe6

be the characteristic function of Xe6 • Since E¡ is an open arc, xes is Riemann

integrable on T1. Thus

1

m — n
— #{fc: koj + be \n,m],d(ktjj + b,Z) < 6}

1 m

n_n+i J2 *e* (c?w+6)mod z)
3=n

1 m — n

■^Y J2 XB« ° T3\(™ +b)mod z) -► m(£«)
m

j=o

= 2<5

uniformly as m — n —► oo. This shows that a = 26 will do. Hence all (i)-(ix) have

been verified for {fjk}- By Theorem 2, the desired limit exists. This completes the

proof.
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